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1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 Authorization and Purpose 
 
The development of a computerized hydraulic model of the Kent County Water 
Authority’s Supply, Transmission and Distribution System was completed by C&E 
Engineering Partners, Inc. (C&E) under authorization of the Kent County Water 
Authority (KCWA).  The need for this project stems from the KCWA’s desire to develop 
an accurate and representative hydraulic model of the water system in order to evaluate 
overall water system performance and operational techniques and to replicate the 
hydraulic capabilities of system operation.   

 
The purpose of the model development phase was to develop an accurate and calibrated 
hydraulic model of the major infrastructure facilities and pipelines of the water 
transmission and distribution system.  This was accomplished utilizing a computer 
software program entitled “WaterCAD Version 6.5”.  This program is intended for the 
design and analysis of pressure flow pipe distribution systems such as municipal water 
systems.  The computational methods employed in “WaterCAD” were developed at 
Haestad Methods, Waterbury, Connecticut.   

 
1.2 Project Background 

 
C&E was retained by the KCWA to develop an accurate, complete and representative 
hydraulic model of their water system, which would serve as a means to evaluate the 
overall system performance and operational techniques as well as replicate the hydraulic 
capabilities of system operation.  The completed hydraulic model presented in this report 
is a “tool” that can be utilized in the future planning, current operation and maintenance, 
and emergency studies.  Modifications to system facilities can also be evaluated using the 
model.  Typical examples of model utilizations include: 

 
• Future demand predictions on the existing system 
• Investigating the sizing and routing of future pipelines 
• Sizing and locating future pumping and storage facilities 
• Determining the effects of improving pipelines (i.e. cleaning and lining 

pipes, replacing pipelines, etc.) 
• Development of emergency operating procedures 
• Investigation of source supply alternatives 
• Removal of facilities from service for maintenance 
• Evaluation of fire flow availability 
• Analysis of interconnections with neighboring water systems 
• Modifications of pressure zones 

 
The completed model is also ready for use in an extended period (i.e. hour-by-hour) 
simulation process.  This type of analysis simulates the hydraulic behavior of water 
system facilities over a selected period of time in sequential time increments.  For 
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example, the system can be viewed over a 24-hour period in time steps of one-hour 
increments.  Hydraulic behaviors include changing system demand and movement of 
water storage volumes.  The extended period simulation is extremely useful for detailed 
hydraulic analysis including system component sizing and operational modes. 
 
1.3 Overview of Study 
 
The development of this hydraulic model consisted of investigation and research into the 
major hydraulic facilities, customer demands, and operating practices of the water 
system.  The practices used in the development of this model include five major 
categories of activities that are further detailed within this report: 
 

1. System operations 
2. Demand zone allocation system 
3. Junction node system 
4. Pipeline system 
5. Model calibration and simulation 

 
Production and consumption data from the last four (4) years was reviewed in order to 
determine consumer demand and flow data that was most representative of the existing 
water system.  The completed hydraulic model accurately depicts the Average Day, 
Maximum Day, and Peak Hour conditions of the KCWA supply and distribution system. 
   
1.4 Acknowledgements 
 
C&E wishes to acknowledge the information and assistance provided by the following 
individuals of the Kent County Water Authority during this project and without whose 
input the hydraulic modeling study could not have been accurately developed: 
 

• Mr. Timothy Brown, P.E., General Manager and Chief Engineer 
• Mr. John Duchesneau, Director of Technical Services 
• Staff of the Water Department Billing Division 

 
We would also like to extend special thanks to the following individuals that provided 
invaluable assistance and countless hours of effort in verifying the water distribution 
system pipeline configuration.  The effort from these individuals served to provide an 
accurate representation of the water distribution system that was portrayed in the 
completed model.  
 

• Mr. Rick Burns, Chief of Facilities 
• Mr. Robert Austin, Chief of Systems        
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2.0 Existing Water System Description 
 
2.1 General Service Area 
 
The KCWA serves customers in the Towns of Coventry, East Greenwich, West 
Greenwich, and West Warwick and the City of Warwick.  In addition, the KCWA serves 
customers in isolated areas of Cranston, North Kingston, and Scituate.  There are 
approximately 26,000 service accounts (including residential, commercial/industrial, and 
governmental users) in these locales.  Two primary sources of water supply for the 
KCWA system are wholesale interconnections through Providence Water and the City of 
Warwick (which also receives water from Providence Water) and groundwater from 
wellfields owned and operated by KCWA.   
 
KCWA’s existing piping system consists of approximately 377 miles of water main with 
pipe sizes ranging from 2-inches to 24-inches in diameter (exclusive of customer service 
connections).  For purposes of the model, transmission mains are defined as water mains 
of 16-inches or greater in diameter. 
 
Elevations throughout the KCWA water system range from 15 feet Mean Sea Level 
(MSL) along coastal areas to 400 feet MSL in West Greenwich in the southwestern 
portion of the system.  There are two (2) main transmission booster pump stations and 
three (3) system booster pump stations in the KCWA system.  The transmission pump 
stations boost water from the wholesale interconnections into the system while the system 
booster pump stations increase pressure in localized areas with high elevations to prevent 
these areas from experiencing low pressure problems. 
 
Based on historical data, the KCWA serves a residential population of approximately 
60,000 people.  A total of twenty three (23) of the largest water consumers (i.e. 
consumers that use upwards of several million gallons or greater per year) were identified 
and included in the model.  A majority of the large users consist of residential entities 
(trailer parks, condominium associations, etc.), large industrial enterprises, hospitals, 
laundromats, etc.  
 
2.2 Distribution Pipelines  
 
As previously indicated, the KCWA transmission and distribution system consists of 
approximately 377 miles of piping.  All of this piping has been incorporated into the 
hydraulic model pipeline database, exclusive of customer service connections.  Pipe sizes 
range in diameter from 2-inches to 24-inches.  Generally, the pipelines were installed 
between the 1880’s to the present.  A large portion of the pipes installed between 1880 
and 1949 are unlined cast iron (CI).  Asbestos cement (AC) or transite pipes were 
predominately installed between the late 1930’s and 1970’s.  Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
pipes were generally installed from the late 1970’s to the late 1980’s while ductile iron 
(DI) pipes were installed between the late 1960’s and the present.   
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Although a majority of the piping system consists of CI, AC, PVC, or DI, there are some 
pipelines of small diameter (less than 4-inches) made of materials such as copper and 
galvanized iron.   
 
2.3 Pressure Zones   
 
The KCWA water distribution system is divided into eight (8) pressure zones operating at 
varying hydraulic pressure gradients.  Of these 8 pressure zones, three (3) service the 
majority of the KCWA service territory.  These three (3) main pressure zones are the 
Low Service (334’) Pressure Gradient, the High Service (500’) Pressure Gradient, and the 
Intermediate High (430’) Pressure Gradient.  There are ten (10) water storage facilities 
maintaining the pressure gradients of the individual pressure service areas.  Following is 
a brief description of each pressure zone, its primary method of operation and critical 
infrastructure components.     
 
Low Service (334’) Pressure Gradient – This zone is the primary pressure gradient of the 
KCWA water distribution system.  It extends to the northern, southern, and western limits 
of the KCWA service area.  The low service area is maintained at an approximate  
hydraulic grade of 334 feet MSL.  There are six (6) water storage facilities operating 
within this pressure zone, which are supplied with water via groundwater sources and 
wholesale interconnections to Providence Water and the City of Warwick (also 
wholesaled through Providence Water).  The major infrastructure facilities are as follows: 
 

• Setian Lane (Crompton) Tank  
• Seven Mile Road Underground Reservoirs*  (Two Storage Reservoirs)  
• Frenchtown Road Tank 
• Tiogue Avenue Tank   
• Wakefield Street Tank 
• West Street Tank (currently offline) 
• Mishnock Wells  
• East Greenwich Well  
• Spring Lake (Coventry) Well 
• Clinton Avenue Pump Station (Providence Water wholesale 

interconnection) 
• Bald Hill Road Pump Station (City of Warwick wholesale 

interconnection). 
 
* These reservoirs are online however they tend to remain “locked up” due to the 

influence from Clinton Avenue Pump Station and Tiogue Tank.  The reservoirs are 
manually operated (i.e. opened to the water system at minimum once per week).  

 
This is the primary zone of the KCWA and serves to supply the majority of all source 
water to the system.  Source water is generally boosted from this zone to supply the 
remaining pressure zones.  This zone also extends geographically into the majority of the 
service territory of the KCWA.     
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The majority of the water supplied to this zone is from the Clinton Avenue Transmission 
Booster Pump Station facility.  This facility rarely shuts down even during low flow 
periods at night.  Currently, operation of the Clinton Avenue facility is controlled from 
the water level in the Tiogue water storage tank, which is set at an overflow elevation of 
355 feet or approximately 21 (approximately 9 psi) feet above the 334’ gradient.  This 
tank is currently the control tank and is operated well below the overflow in order that the 
remainder of the system tanks can fluctuate.  The Bald Hill Road Pump Station is 
manually controlled in response to water system demand(s). 
 
In addition, the Seven Mile Road Reservoirs are normally kept full or “locked up” due to 
the pump station head pressure influence and the proximity of the reservoirs to the 
Clinton Avenue Pump Station and Tiogue Tank.  The reservoirs do not fluctuate during 
operation of the Clinton Avenue Pump Station facility and must be manually operated 
(partially drained) weekly to maintain water quality.  
 
This zone is also supplied with groundwater from the three (3) wellfields.  The Mishnock 
and Spring Lake (Coventry) wells are on normal hand off / on operation whereby 
operators manually turn these facilities on and off locally at the facility as demand on the 
system dictates the need to run the wells.  Normally, at least one of these well stations is 
in operation at all times.  The East Greenwich well is operated in level response with the 
Frenchtown Road storage tank. 
 
In addition, there are near term improvement projects to increase the flow capacity of the 
Clinton Avenue facility as well as to isolate the Tiogue Tank from this pressure zone.  
The Clinton Avenue facility upgrade will also include new booster pumps to transfer 
water directly to the Read School House Road (RSHR) pressure zone.  This will also 
include the addition of a new transmission main to the RSHR.  The RSHR pressure zone 
will also be increased from 430 to 500 feet through the addition of a new storage tank 
with overflow elevation equal to 500 feet.          
 
Intermediate High (430’) Pressure Gradient – The intermediate high service area extends 
eastward from Read School House Road to Blackrock Road to the north of Route 117 in 
Coventry, Rhode Island.  This pressure gradient is maintained at a hydraulic grade of 430 
feet MSL.  The Read School House Road Tank is the single, primary water storage 
facility operating within this pressure zone.  Water is supplied to this area by 
hydraulically boosting the water from the 334 foot low pressure service area via the 
Knotty Oak Pump Station in order to fill the Read School House Road Tank.  The Knotty 
Oak Pump Station is equipped with two (2) - 2.0 million gallon per day (MGD) pumps.  
Typically, one pump operates with the other as an in line backup.   Operation of the 
pumps is rotated to promote even wear and reliability. 
 
As indicated previously, this pressure zone will be increased to 500 feet through several 
capital improvements slated for the near future.  
 
High Service (500’) Pressure Gradient – This pressure zone is maintained at a hydraulic 
grade of approximately 500 feet MSL.  The high service area provides service to the 
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southern portion of West Warwick, areas south and east of Tiogue Lake in Coventry, the 
northwest portions of West Greenwich, and the western half of East Greenwich.   
 
The Technology Park Tank and the Carrs Pond Road Tank are operated within this 
pressure gradient.  Water is supplied to this area via the Johnson Boulevard Pump 
Station.  The Johnson Boulevard Pump Station, which contains one (1) - 1.7 MGD pump 
and two (2) - 3.3 MGD pumps can be set on level control with the Technology Park Tank 
or Carrs Pond Road Tank.   
 
A new booster pump station facility at the intersection of Route 2 and J.P. Murphy Drive 
was recently placed into service.  This facility was installed to help meet the increasing 
water demands from the Amgen industrial facility in this portion of the system.  Another 
booster pump station located at the Setian Lane Tank Site will be placed into service 
upon completion of the project in June 2004.  This will add an additional 2.0 MGD 
pumping capacity into the 500-foot (High Service) gradient.   
 
Low Service Reduced (334’) Pressure Gradient – The low service reduced pressure 
gradient services the low lying coastal areas of East Greenwich, Apponaug in Warwick, 
then extending south to the North Kingstown Town line, from Narragansett Bay to Love 
Lane in Warwick, and to South County Trail in East Greenwich.   
 
There exist six (6) Pressure Reducing Valve stations controlling this pressure gradient 
that reduce water pressure from the low service area.  These pressure reducing stations 
are in the following locations: 
 

• Centerville Road 
• Division Road 
• Middle Road 
• Cowesett Road 
• Love Lane 
• Post Road 

 
Generally, these facilities are controlled by the pressure set point on the downstream side 
of the Pressure Reducing Valve.  The facilities are intended to operate at a hydraulic 
grade in the range of 270 feet MSL.  Each PRV station is equipped with a check design 
feature whereby if the pressure on the inlet side drops below the preset downstream 
pressure the PRV will permit reverse flow.  This is installed primarily as a safety design 
feature.      
 
Oaklawn (231’) Pressure Gradient – The Oaklawn pressure gradient services the 
Oaklawn section of Cranston and the extreme northeastern portion of West Warwick.  
This pressure area receives water from Providence Water via the Oaklawn Avenue 
wholesale interconnection.  A 12-inch master meter records the flow through the 
interconnection supplying this portion of the KCWA system.  Water is then received at a 
hydraulic grade of approximately 231 feet MSL.  A new master meter facility with a 10-
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inch meter is currently being installed.  There are no water storage facilities operating 
within the Oaklawn pressure gradient.  
 
High Service (500’) Reduced Pressure Gradient – The high service reduced pressure 
gradient services the extreme southwestern portion of West Greenwich as well as Wood 
Estates and Monroe Drive in Coventry.  There are two (2) Pressure Reducing Valve 
stations that control this pressure gradient located on Mishnock Road and Helen Avenue.  
These pressure reducing stations reduce water from the high service area.   Operation of 
these facilities is controlled by the pressure setting on the downstream pilot of the valve, 
which permits flow to be transferred to this location.  The Mishnock Road PRV is set at 
an approximate hydraulic grade of 430 feet.  The Helen Ave PRV is set at an 
approximate hydraulic grade of 435 feet.      
    
Warwick Tanks (232’) Pressure Gradient – The Warwick Tanks pressure gradient is a 
localized service area that is fed from the transmission main (owned by the KCWA) to 
the Bald Hill Road Pump Station, which is located between the Warwick Tanks and Kent 
County Courthouse.  This pressure zone is maintained at a hydraulic grade of 
approximately 232 feet MSL.  The Warwick Tanks total 12.0 million gallons in storage 
capacity that supplies the water main to the Bald Hill Road Pump Station.  This pressure 
gradient also provides service to a small number of KCWA customers along Bald Hill 
Road in Warwick. 
 
Hope Road Booster Pressure Gradient – The Hope Road booster pressure gradient 
provides water to 18 residences located along Hope Road in Cranston.  This area is 
serviced from the low service pressure gradient via a booster pump station located on 
Hope Road.  No water storage facilities operate within this pressure zone.  The booster 
pump station is designed to pump water from the 334 gradient to approximately 510 feet.  
 
2.4 Sources of Supply 
 
The KCWA maintains three (3) wellfields within its water supply system.  A description 
of each groundwater supply source is provided below. 
 
Mishnock Wells  
The Mishnock Wells are located in Coventry, Rhode Island.  The Mishnock Wellfield 
contains three wells with only one of the wells serving as an active production well 
(Mishnock Well No. 3).  Mishnock Well No. 1 (350 gpm) currently serves as a stand by 
well for emergency purposes and Mishnock Well No. 2 has been abandoned and replaced 
by Mishnock Well No. 3.  Mishnock Well No. 3 was installed in September 1999 and 
placed into service in March 2000.  Eventually, Mishnock Well No. 1 will be replaced by 
an additional well (Mishnock Well No. 4) located in the same wellfield.   
 
Mishnock Well No. 3 consists of a gravel-packed well, which was constructed in 1999 by 
R.E. Chapman.  The well is a total depth of 67.5 feet with 10 feet of stainless steel screen.  
There is a 700 gallon per minute (GPM) submersible pump which is designed to operate 
at 168 feet total dynamic head (TDH) discharging into an 8-inch ductile iron main.  The 
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well now operates in the range of 500 gpm.  Pumping history indicates that Mishnock 
Well No. 3 produces an average of approximately 218 million gallons of water per year. 
 
Spring Lake Well 
The Spring Lake Well is 79 feet deep with 15 feet of screen.  This facility consists of a 
gravel-packed well constructed in 1960 by R.E. Chapman.  The Spring Lake Well 
contains a 1,350 GPM vertical turbine pump designed to operate at 200 feet TDH 
discharging into an 8-inch ductile iron main.  In 1998, the Spring Lake Well was 
redeveloped and re-screened at a smaller diameter.  Currently, the well facility has been 
reduced in capacity to approximately 300 gpm due to excessive drawdown in the well 
casing.    
 
Pumping history for the Spring Lake Well indicates that it produces an average of 
approximately 85.6 million gallons of water per year. 
 
East Greenwich Well 
The East Greenwich Well was constructed in 1964 by R.E. Chapman.  This well is 118 
feet deep with 30 feet of screen.  The East Greenwich Well is equipped with a 1,600 
GPM vertical turbine pump with a rated capacity of 1,000 GPM at 407 feet TDH.  The 
facility will produce 1,600 gpm when not restricted (i.e. wide open) but is typically 
throttled back to 1,100 gpm.  This facility contains a diesel driven engine to provide stand 
by power to the well.  The East Greenwich Well was redeveloped in 1995. 
 
Pumping history for the East Greenwich Well indicates that it produces an average of 
approximately 226 million gallons of water per year. 
 
2.5 Interconnections   
 
The primary source of water supply for the KCWA is through wholesale interconnections 
through Providence Water and the City of Warwick (also indirectly through Providence 
Water).  Following is a description of each wholesale interconnection. 
 
Clinton Avenue Pump Station 
The Clinton Avenue Pump Station, located in Scituate, Rhode Island, is the main source 
of water supply for the KCWA.  This facility is fed via a 30-inch water main that is tied 
into Providence Water’s 78-inch aqueduct.  The pump station boosts water from the 
Providence system operating at a hydraulic grade of approximately 233 feet MSL to the 
KCWA’s low service system, which operates at a hydraulic grade of 334 feet MSL.  The 
Clinton Avenue Pump Station contains three 2,800 GPM (4.0 MGD) vertical turbine 
pumps and a 5,600 GPM (8.0 MGD) emergency backup pump.  There is a 30-inch 
discharge main from the pump station, which diverges into a 20-inch and 16-inch 
transmission main outside the station on Clinton Avenue.  The Tiogue Tank which is set 
at a higher overflow elevation than the remaining tanks in this zone forces the facility to 
operate at a somewhat higher TDH which reduces the output capacity minimally.     
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Pumping history for the Clinton Avenue Pump Station indicates that an average of 
approximately 2.47 billion gallons of water per year is produced by the facility. This 
accounts for approximately 70% of the total system demand for the KCWA system.  
 
Oaklawn Avenue Interconnection 
The Oaklawn Avenue interconnection is the second wholesale interconnection to 
Providence Water.  It is located near the intersection of Oaklawn Avenue and Old Spring 
Road in Cranston, Rhode Island.  Primarily, the Oaklawn Avenue interconnection 
services small portions of Cranston and West Warwick.  There is a closed gate valve at 
the intersection of Providence Street and Wakefield Street in West Warwick isolating the 
interconnection from the KCWA’s low service system.  Water is supplied from the 
Oaklawn Avenue interconnection to the KCWA by gravity at a hydraulic grade of 
approximately 231 feet MSL. 
 
Historic master meter records for the Oaklawn Avenue interconnection indicate that an 
average of approximately 130 million gallons of water per year is supplied to the KCWA.   
 
Bald Hill Road Pump Station 
The Bald Hill Road Pump Station boosts water from a hydraulic grade of 232 feet MSL 
to 334 feet MSL.  This facility is located at the intersection of Bald Hill Road and 
Centerville Road in Warwick.  The Bald Hill Road Pump Station is equipped with three 
(3) 2,400 GPM centrifugal pumps and one (1) 2,100 GPM centrifugal pump.  The source 
of this water supply originates from the 102-inch aqueduct that feeds the 78-inch 
aqueduct that is owned and maintained by Providence Water.   
 
The pumping history for one year (September 2001 to August 2002) indicates that an 
average of approximately 490 million gallons of water per year was supplied by the City 
of Warwick at the Bald Hill Road Pump Station interconnection. 
 
Potowomut Interconnection (Wholesale) 
The KCWA wholesales water to the City of Warwick via the Potowomut interconnection.  
The Potowomut interconnection is located on LaForge Road in Warwick.  This 
interconnection services approximately 950 residents.  Historical records from September 
2001 to August 2002 for the Potowomut interconnection indicate that an average of 
approximately 76.1 million gallons of water per year are wholesaled by the KCWA to the 
City of Warwick.   
 
2.6 Storage Facilities 
 
The KCWA water supply system consists of ten (10) water storage facilities.  The West 
Street Tank is currently offline.  In addition, the Seven Mile Road Reservoirs (Fiskeville 
Tanks) are routinely isolated from the system due to hydraulics and their proximity to the 
Clinton Avenue Pumping Station facility.  The storage facilities are described as follows: 
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NAME TYPE MATERIAL YEAR 

CONSTRUCTED 
VOLUME 

(GAL) 
MAX ELEV. 
(FEET MSL) 

Setian Lane / 
Crompton 

Reservoir Steel Circa 1969 3,000,000 334 

Seven Mile 
Rd. (No. 1 & 
No. 2) 

Reservoir Reinforced 
concrete 

1944, 1960 1,500,000 
(combined) 

334 

Frenchtown 
Rd. 

Reservoir Concrete 1977 1,500,000 334 

Tiogue Ave. Reservoir Steel 1957 771,000 355 
Wakefield St. Reservoir Concrete 1990 2,000,000 334 
West St. Reservoir Steel 1956 1,000,000 334 
Read School 
House Rd. 

Reservoir Steel 1973 1,500,000 430 

Technology 
Park 

Elevated 
Spheroid 

Steel 1988 1,500,000 500 

Carrs Pond 
Rd. 

Reservoir Concrete 2001 3,000,000 500 

 
As previously indicated the KCWA has a capital improvement project scheduled for the 
Clinton Avenue Pump Station.  This also includes efforts to increase the local carrying 
capacity of the water mains in this general area by pipeline replacements with larger 
mains.  As a result of these improvements, the station will increase flow capacity and 
remove the Tiogue Avenue Tank as the control tank for the facility.  A project is planned 
to localize the area in and around the Tiogue Tank such that the pressure gradient will be 
maintained with the actual overflow elevation of the Tiogue Tank.   
 
Another, as yet undetermined, low service storage tank will then be utilized to control the 
operation of the Clinton Avenue facility.  The upgrade of this facility will also include 
new booster pumps, which will be designed to boost water into the Read School House 
Road Pressure zone.  This will also include increasing the hydraulic grade from 430 to 
500 feet.  This will also necessitate construction of a new water storage tank in the RSHR 
zone to accommodate this increase in hydraulic grade. 
 
The Knotty Oak Pump Station will likely be obsolete or serve as an emergency backup as 
a result of these future improvements.   
 
2.7 Pumping Facilities 
 
The KCWA owns and operates three (3) system booster pump stations and two (2) 
transmission booster pump stations.  Following is a brief description of each pumping 
facility. 
 
Knotty Oak Booster Pump Station (System Booster Pump Station) 
The Knotty Oak Booster Pump Station is equipped with two (2) 1,300 GPM pumps and is 
also equipped with an emergency generator.  This pumping facility boosts water from the 
low service zone to the Read School House Road high service zone.   
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Johnson Boulevard Booster Pump Station (System Booster Pump Station) 
The Johnson Boulevard Booster Pump Station was constructed in order to supply the 
high service pressure gradient that includes the Technology Park, Arnold Road, 
Mishnock, and Wood Estates areas of Coventry, East Greenwich, West Warwick, and 
West Greenwich.  This facility contains three vertical turbine pumps.  There is one (1) 
1,200 GPM pump operating at 175 feet TDH and two (2) 2,300 GPM pumps operating at 
208 feet TDH.  Emergency power is also provided at this booster pump station.  
Operation of this facility is controlled from the Technology Park tank.    
 
Hope Road Booster Pump Station (System Booster Pump Station)   
The Hope Road Booster Pump Station is equipped with two (2) pump and hydro 
pneumatic tank arrangements.  No permanent stand by power is available at this facility 
however; the station is fitted with an auxiliary power connection (plug in receptacle for 
portable generator) for use with a portable generator system.  The Hope Road Booster 
Pump Station was designed to support a customer base of 18 residences located along 
Hope Road in Cranston.  This was extended to an additional home making 18 residences 
served by this pump station.   
 
Clinton Avenue Pump Station (Transmission Booster Pump Station)  
The Clinton Avenue Pump Station serves as the primary interconnection to Providence 
Water as well as a pump station that boosts water from the Providence Water system to 
the KCWA low service area.  The pump station contains three (3) 2,800 GPM vertical 
turbine pumps and one (1) 5,600 GPM emergency backup pump.   
 
Bald Hill Road Pump Station (Transmission Booster Pump Station) 
The Bald Hill Road Pump Station is an interconnection with the City of Warwick.  Water 
from this interconnection is also obtained from Providence Water.  This facility 
transports water from the City of Warwick to the KCWA water system.  The facility 
contains three (3) 2,400 GPM centrifugal pumps and one (1) 2,100 GPM centrifugal 
pump.  The pump station also has an emergency generator that is capable of operating 
three pumps during a water supply emergency.   
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3.0 System Demand 

 
3.1 Demand Allocation Zones      
 
A proper allocation and accounting of consumer water system demands is crucial to the 
development of an accurate hydraulic model.  The demand allocation zones are a method 
that applies the realistic distribution of consumer system demands to the hydraulic model 
database.  The demand allocation zones correlate the water consumer demands in each 
portion of the service territory to a particular demand situation (i.e. average day, 
maximum day, and peak hour).   
 
To establish and allocate the water demands, the service territory was divided into 
smaller sections referred to as demand allocation zones.  The KCWA water distribution 
system consists of seven (7) cities and towns.  In this hydraulic model, each city and town 
was designated and tracked as a particular demand allocation zone.  The hydraulic model 
therefore contains seven (7) such demand allocation zones.  The demand data from water 
meter records for each city and town was incorporated into each demand allocation zone.  
The following table depicts the designated demand allocation zones: 
 

DEMAND ALLOCATION ZONE TOWN 
1 West Warwick 
2 Warwick 
3 West Greenwich 
4 East Greenwich 
5 Cranston 
6 Scituate 
7 Coventry 

 
The KCWA provided consumer demand information for all the customer accounts in the 
water system.  This information was provided in the form of consumption data totaling 
the metered use by each street in each city and town for four (4) years from 1999 to 2003.  
A typical billing cycle (year) for the KCWA begins on September 1 and ends on August 
31.  In addition, consumption data for the system’s twenty (20) largest users was also 
provided for the similar four (4) year period.   
 
For the purpose model development, the consumption data from the time period of 
September 1, 2001 to August 31, 2002 was utilized.  This time period was selected for 
the model base year because of the completeness of the data and due to the fact that the 
consumer demands best represented the system’s water consumption.  The water 
consumption per demand zone was developed by utilizing the total consumption per 
street throughout the service territory and the total consumption per large user for the 
time period of September 1, 2001 through August 31, 2002.  The following table depicts 
the breakdown of the consumption totals for the water demand zone allocation for the 
KCWA water supply system.      
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DEMAND 

ALLOCATION ZONE 
TOWN / CITY TOTAL ANNUAL 

USAGE (GAL) 
AVG. DAY + 

UNMETERED (GPM) 
1 West Warwick 888,064,047 1,850.69 
2 Warwick 649,312,545 1,353.14 
3 West Greenwich 116,041,287 241.83 
4 East Greenwich 784,535,993 1,634.94 
5 Cranston 100,122,538 208.65 
6 Scituate 33,720,401 70.27 
7 Coventry 860,640,176 1,793.54 

TOTALS  3,432,436,987 7,153.06 
 
The total annual usage from the table above corresponds to an average day rate of 9.40 
million gallons per day (MGD).  The percentage of unmetered water in the system was 
determined to be 9.53% that had to be added to the consumption demand data to account 
for water that is not billed.  Adding this unmetered demand brings the total average day 
demand to 10.30 MGD.  A further detailing of the method by which unmetered water was 
computed is provided in following sections.  The 10.30 MGD served as the base demand 
for the average day system demand that was utilized in the model.  It should be noted that 
the above demands also include the large users. 
 
The large users are included and have been individually identified within each demand 
zone.  Below is a table of the large users with their usage and corresponding demand 
zone. 
 

SYSTEM LARGE USERS TOTAL ANNUAL USAGE 
(GAL) 

DEMAND ZONE LOCATION 

Riverpoint Lace Works 24,491,764 1 
Soluol Chemical Co. 11,335,192 1 
Bradford Soap Works 8,660,942 1 
WWW Realty Assoc. 10,364,512 1 
Kent County Hospital 36,521,743 2 

Cowesett Hills 20,023,960 2 
Cowesett Hills Assoc. 19,275,960 2 
Briarwood Meadows 19,051,560 2 

Electro Films 24,654,080 2 
AIMCO Warwick LLC 19,714,288 2 

Bald Hill Realty 9,364,960 2 
Amgen 68,507,824 3 
G-Tech 16,074,520 3 

ON Semiconductor 194,761,248 4 
Amtrol Inc. 19,103,920 4 

E & A Portfolio Ltd. 9,925,960 4 
Wholesale to Warwick 72,294,200 4 
Arkwright Interlaken 12,056,309 5 

Clariant 158,473,524 7 
Westwood Trailer Park 26,711,080 7 

Maple Root Corp. 7,689,440 7 
Haven Eldercare of New England 9,646,956 7 

Sherwood Valley Trailer Park 9,113,632 7 
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The above list of large users depicts usage from September 1, 2001 to August 31, 2002, 
which corresponds to the base year of the average day model.     
 
3.2 Characteristics of Customer Consumption   
 
The consumer classification makeup of each demand allocation zone must be determined 
in order to develop appropriate usage multipliers for maximum day and peak hour.  These 
usage multipliers are used in the model to develop simulations for maximum day and 
peak hour demand allocations in each demand zone.  Generally speaking, residential 
users typically have a higher maximum day and average day multiplier than commercial 
and industrial users because of the irrigation of lawns and larger number of water-using 
appliances.  Low and medium density residential customers have a higher maximum day 
and average day multiplier than high-density residential customers also due to the 
irrigation of lawns and large number of water-using appliances.   
 
For a predominately residential community, the maximum day multipliers are 
characteristically high.  These high multipliers are due to lawn watering, bathing and pool 
facility demands.  These activities usually cause greater system demands during the dry, 
warmer periods of the year.  Lawn watering and bathing and pool facility demands have 
the ability to increase the per capita water demand during periods of the year when 
maximum day demands occur.  Daily peaks during these periods occur in the morning 
between the hours of 6 AM and 9 AM and again in the evening between the hours of 5 
PM and 9 PM.  These peaks are highest in the evening hours of the summer months.   
 
The average day and peak hour multipliers vary with consumer classifications and are 
also dependent on the hour of the day that the peak hour and average day demands occur.  
Commercial and industrial consumers utilize water on a more consistent basis throughout 
the day and year.  Industries with multiple shifts have a more consistent water use pattern 
throughout the entire day.  Residential consumers have higher peak hour multipliers 
during the early morning and evening hours.   
 
3.3 Supply/Demand Rates  
 
Consumption data was correlated with actual flow record data from all system sources to 
develop the maximum day and peak hour demand allocations.  All of the water for the 
KCWA water distribution system is produced via the three wells and received directly 
from interconnections with Providence Water and the City of Warwick (indirectly 
through Providence Water).  Each of these facilities is metered on a continual basis.  
Production and source water data was reviewed for the base year in which the consumer 
demand data was utilized.     
 
The average day demand for the KCWA water distribution system was computed as 
7,153.06 GPM (10.30 MGD) which also includes the unaccounted for water volume.  
This demand serves as the “base demand” and is simply an average of all water 
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consumption over a 365 day period for the base year.  This actual base demand was 
utilized as the average day demand scenario that was incorporated into the model.   
 
Unaccounted for water volumes, or unmetered water, consist of water used for fire 
fighting, hydrant flushing, system leaks, theft, or malfunctioning meters.  For the time 
period of September 1, 2001 to August 31, 2002, the unmetered water volume was 
calculated to be 9.53% or roughly 361 million gallons.  This value was calculated by 
totaling the volume of water produced or purchased during the base year period and 
compared to the actual water that was billed or accounted for through actual billing 
records.   
 
Due to the fact that locations of unmetered water are difficult to predict, the calculated 
value of unmetered water was distributed across the system service territory evenly 
amongst the demand allocation zones.     
 
Multipliers are developed to represent the fluctuation in water use within the water 
system on a day when demands vary significantly from the average demand.  Varying 
demand patterns are examined in order to determine the multipliers.  This is 
accomplished primarily by reviewing daily recordings and charts for sources of supply, 
storage facilities, booster pump stations, and pressure reducing valve stations.  Specific 
multipliers are also developed for each large user and are primarily based on the 
characteristic of the large user.  For example, a large industry will generally have a low 
multiplier    
 
Historical production data for the past four years from 2000 was evaluated to develop the 
maximum day and peak hour multipliers.  This included identifying maximum days that 
occurred in the system for each of the four years.  These were determined to be as 
follows. 
 
 
CALENDAR 

YEAR  
TOTAL 

ANNUAL   
PRODUCED 

(GAL) 

AVERAGE DAY 
CONSUMPTION 

(GAL) 

MAXIMUM 24 
HOUR 

CONSUMPTION 
(GAL) 

DATE OF 
MAXIMUM DAY 

2003 3,509,974,400 9,616,368 15,682,800 07-08-03 
2002 3,566,515,100 9,771,274 18,549,700 07-03-02 
2001 3,736,988,144 10,238,324 18,583,155 05-12-01 
2000 3,448,580,308 9,448,165 18,564,652 07-14-00 

 
A review of the data suggests that a maximum day demand for the system is in the range 
of 18.6 MGD as evidenced through the years 2000 to 2002.  Based on this historical 
record data, it was determined that a demand of 18.6 MGD would most accurately 
represent a maximum day demand for the water system.  An appropriate maximum day 
demand factor(s) was developed for the water system, which was determined to be 2.13. 
This factor is in consideration of the fact that the large users were also assigned varying 
multipliers based on the type of use of the large user.   
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The remaining water usage was appropriated to the consumers in the water system.  The 
following table identifies the multipliers for the large users for both maximum day and 
peak hour.        
 

LARGE WATER 
USERS 

TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
USAGE 
(GAL) 

MAP ID 
LOCATION* 

MAXIMUM 
DAY 

MULTIPLIER 

PEAK HOUR 
MULTIPLIER 

Riverpoint Lace Works 24,491,764 1A 1.5 1.5 
Soluol Chemical Co. 11,335,192 1B 1.5 1.5 
Bradford Soap Works 8,660,942 1C 1.5 1.5 
WWW Realty Assoc. 10,364,512 1D 2.0 2.5 
Kent County Hospital 36,521,743 2A 1.5 1.5 

Cowesett Hills 20,023,960 2B 2.0 2.5 
Cowesett Hills Assoc. 19,275,960 2C 2.0 2.5 
Briarwood Meadows 19,051,560 2D 2.0 2.5 

Electro Films 24,654,080 2E 1.5 1.5 
AIMCO Warwick LLC 19,714,288 2F 2.0 2.5 

Bald Hill Realty 9,364,960 2G 2.0 2.0 
Amgen 68,507,824 3A 1.2 1.2 
G-Tech 16,074,520 3B 1.2 1.2 

ON Semiconductor 194,761,248 4A 1.2 1.2 
Amtrol Inc. 19,103,920 4B 1.2 1.2 

E & A Portfolio Ltd. 9,925,960 4C 1.5 1.5 
Wholesale to Warwick 72,294,200 4D 2.0 2.5 
Arkwright Interlaken 12,056,309 5A 1.5 1.5 

Clariant 158,473,524 7A 1.2 1.2 
Westwood Trailer Park 26,711,080 7B 2.0 2.5 

Maple Root Corp. 7,689,440 7C 2.0 2.5 
Haven Eldercare 9,646,956 7D 2.0 2.5 

Sherwood Trailer Park 9,113,632 7E 2.0 2.5 
 
* Identifies the location in the particular demand allocation zone on the node and pipeline 
plan. 
 
Large Users Multipliers: 
The multipliers (maximum day and peak hour) for the large users were developed from a 
combination of available resources.  In addition, C&E’s past experience through 
development of numerous models for water systems has resulted in a database of various 
user types and multipliers (i.e. hospitals, large residential users, industrial and 
manufacturing, etc.) that also served as a basis of reference.  Generally, large users were 
classified into specific groups in an attempt to characterize their water usage patterns.   
 
One group, which includes apartment complexes, trailer parks, condominium 
developments and similar residential users, were assigned similar peaking factors (i.e. 2.0 
for maximum day and 2.5 for peak hour) that were developed for the overall model.  
Facilities such as hospitals and large office facilities were included in a separate group 
that generally maintains a fairly consistent water use throughout the day and year as 
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evidenced from historical investigations with these types of facilities.  The increase in 
demand at these facilities is typically associated with increased seasonal irrigation. 
 
Industrial and commercial users, most notably the larger facilities that were included in 
the model, tend to operate on a consistent basis while employing multiple shifts and 
weekends.  These usage patterns are generally well defined by their average daily 
demand.  Maximum day and peak hour multipliers tend to be lower than residential but 
do however increase in the summer.  This is typically associated with hot weather and 
increased use and evaporation from cooling towers, increased air-cooling demand and 
irrigation.  Several of the large users were contacted and surveyed as to typical water 
demand patterns.  This included ON Semiconductor, Clarient and Amgen.  These 
contacts were utilized to generally confirm the multipliers that were utilized herein.  
Largely, it was reported that water use as developed from the average day demand is 
spread evenly throughout the day.  Usually, the bias may be toward a larger demand 
during the first shift that employs the largest staff.           
         
In order to develop a peak hour demand multiplier it was necessary to review the 
historical records for the maximum days.  This included obtaining flow data for pump 
stations, tank charts, well stations and other available data related to system operation 
during this period.  Through review of this data it was determined that the peak demand 
of the water system occurred during a period on July 2, 2002 between the hours of 6:00 
AM and 9:00 AM.  It was determined that at this time, the total system production from 
all sources of supply was approximately 18.9 MGD with an aggregate volume of water 
from storage to the system of approximately 2.3 MGD on an average hourly basis over 
this three (3) hour period.  In other words, during this period the demand was such that 
the supply rate was exceeded and reserve water capacity was withdrawn from the tanks.  
The peak hour demand rate was determined to be 22.1 MGD (18.9 supply rate plus 2.3 
tank volume plus 0.9 unmetered volume).  This translates to a peak hour multiplier of 
2.45.   
 
It should be noted that the unaccounted for water is assigned a multiplier of 1.0, as it is 
not considered to vary significantly with customer demands during maximum day and 
peak hour periods.    
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4.0 Hydraulic Model Development 

 
4.1 Representation of System Facilities 
 
All of the major facilities of the KCWA water distribution system are represented in the 
mathematical hydraulic model.  This includes all sources of supply (including wholesale), 
booster pumping and storage facilities, well stations, pressure reducing valves stations, 
and pipelines.  Information describing the characteristics of each of the water system 
facilities was acquired from available records of the KCWA.  This also included 
numerous meetings and discussions with KCWA staff during development of the model 
to verify system geometry including pipeline layout, size, age, material, etc.   A general 
overview of the operation of the system including pump sequencing, booster pump 
operation, manual and automatic operation of facilities, etc. was also obtained from 
KCWA staff in order to properly establish initial operating conditions for model 
scenarios.  The following is a general description of the facilities and the method by 
which they are represented in the WaterCAD hydraulic modeling software program. 
 
Junction Nodes – Junction nodes connect two or more pipe segments together and are a 
point at which flow is introduced or removed from the water distribution system.  This is 
the location where consumer demands are assigned to the model.  A junction node must 
also be inserted in the model at points where the size, age, or material of a pipe section 
changes.  Junction nodes are assigned a prefix of “J-“ followed by an identifying number. 
Each junction node is also assigned an elevation in feet (mean Sea Level).  These 
elevations allow the model to compute pressures.  Each junction node in the model has 
been assigned an elevation that was obtained from United States Geological Survey 
(USGS), 7.5-minute series topographic maps.   
 
In addition, each junction node is further identified in the “Notes” column of the model 
by an identifying town / city description.  For example, “WW” represents West Warwick, 
“EG” represents East Greenwich, “WAR” represents Warwick, etc.  This further aids in 
identifying the location of a particular junction node.   
 
Pipelines – Pipelines are model elements that have a constant diameter, material, and age 
and are connected to a junction node.  Pipelines can also be connected to tanks, 
reservoirs, pumps, and PRVs.  The characteristics of each pipeline in the model include 
size or diameter, length, material, age, Hazen-Williams C-Value coefficients, and 
connection nodes, tanks, reservoirs, pumps, or PRVs.   
 
Each pipe segment was also identified in the model database with material of 
construction (i.e. Ductile Iron, Cast Iron, etc.) and a general notes column that identifies 
the town or city in which it is located along with the date of installation.    
 
All pipeline characteristics were obtained from maps and pipeline databases provided by 
the KCWA.  C-values were determined from hydrant flow tests conducted by C&E with 
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assistance from KCWA staff on December 16, 2003 through December 17, 2003.  The 
results of these tests are provided in Appendix D – Hydrant C-Value Test Results.   
 
The C-values of the pipelines are dependent on the age, material, and diameter of the 
pipe.  Pipes that are made from asbestos cement (AC), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and 
ductile iron (DI) have higher C-values due to the fact that they are generally free from 
corrosion and deterioration.  Pipes that are constructed from cast iron (CI) have lower C-
values because they are typically older and subject to tuberculation.  In addition, CI pipe 
segments that experience low flows (i.e. in residential neighborhoods or on dead ends) 
exhibit higher rates of tuberculation and are therefore assigned lower C-values.  CI pipes 
that are considered transmission mains and have higher flow rates typically exhibit less 
tuberculation and have a higher C-value.  The following is table contains the values of C-
factors used for the pipelines in the hydraulic model. 
 
 
 

AGE PIPE 
DIAMETER 

(INCHES) 

AC CI PVC DI 

2000- 4,6,8,10,12,16,20   140 140 
1990-1999 4,6,8,10,12,16,20   135 135 
1980-1989 4,6,8,10,12,16,20   130 130 
1970-1979 4,6,8,10,12,16,20 130  125 125 
1960-1969 4,6,8,10,12,16,20 125   120 
1950-1959 4,6,8,10,12,16,20 120    
1940-1949 4,6 115 50   

 8, 10,12,16,20 115 80   
1930-1939 4,6 110 45   

 8, 10,12,16,20 110 75   
1920-1929 4,6  40   

 8,10,12,16,20  70   
1910-1919 4,6  35   

 8, 10,12,16,20  65   
1880’s-1909 4,6  30   

 8, 10,12,16,20  60   
 
 
Further, the junction nodes and pipelines in the model are such that they are grouped by a 
numbering sequence that allows easier identification and relation to the node and pipeline 
plan.  The numbering sequence was performed by town / city in which the junction node 
or pipeline is located.  This assignment of numbers by location allows future expansion 
for additional pipe and junction node segments within each town / city as the water 
system is expanded.  The following is the general numbering sequence and reserved 
numbers for future system additions that was incorporated in the model. 
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CITY / TOWN PIPE SEGMENT 

NUMBER 
JUNCTION NUMBER  

West Warwick P-1 to P-1999 J-1 to J-1999 
Warwick P-2000 to P-2999 J-2000 to J-2999 

West Greenwich P-3000 to P-3999 J-3000 to J-3999 
East Greenwich P-4000 to P-4999 J-4000 to J-4999 

Cranston P-5000 to P-5999 J-5000 to J-5999 
Scituate P-6000 to P-6999 J-6000 to J-6999 

Coventry P-7000 to P-8999 J-7000 to J-8999 
 
Pressure Reducing Valves (PRVs) – PRV’s are depicted in the model in areas where the 
water pressure is reduced.  A PRV will decrease water pressure from a higher hydraulic 
gradient to a lower hydraulic gradient.  The model incorporates the following PRV 
stations and labeling scheme. 
 

Label    Description 
  PRV-1   Love Lane PRV Station  
 PRV-2   Middle Road PRV Station 
 PRV-3   Post Road PRV Station 
 PRV-4   Division Street PRV Station 
 PRV-5   Centerville Road PRV Station  
 PRV-6   Cowesett Road PRV Station 
 PRV-7   Helen Avenue PRV Station  
 PRV-8   Mishnock Road PRV Station  
 PRV-9*   Hope Road Booster Pump Station  
 
 *  The Hope Road Booster Pump Station employs a hydro pneumatic pressure tank.  By 

using a PRV with a downstream setting equal to the boosted pressure, the PRV is 
acting similar to a booster pump system to this zone.  This is a standard method 
recommended by the software developer to represent and model these types of system 
facilities.     

 
Reservoirs – In the model, a reservoir represents a source of water that is not readily 
depleted and offers a constant source of supply.  The Providence Water aqueduct is 
represented as a reservoir set equal to the hydraulic grade of 232 feet.  This represents a 
continual uninterrupted source of supply that would not vary even under extended period 
simulation.  Groundwater wells or similar sources of supply are also represented as 
reservoirs with fixed elevations.  If the reservoir is representing a well, the water 
elevation in the reservoir is set to the pumping water level in the well casing.   
 
Tanks – A total of ten (10) water storage tanks have been represented in the model.  
Critical information for each tank includes the type of tank (standpipe, elevated, 
reservoir), overflow elevation, initial water level, base elevation, height, and diameter.  
This information is essential especially for performing extended period simulations.  The 
following tanks and labeling scheme have been incorporated into the model. 
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Label    Description 

  T-1   Read School House Road Tank 
 T-2    Tiogue Tank 
 T-3    Frenchtown Road Tank  
 T-4   Technology Park Tank 
 T-5    Carrs Pond Road Tank  
 T-6    West Street Tank (currently off line)  
 T-7   Crompton (Setian Lane) Tank  
 T-8    Wakefield Street Tank 
 T-9    Seven Mile Road Underground Tank 1  
 T-10   Seven Mile Road Underground Tank 1  
 
Pumps – Pumps are hydraulic elements that add hydraulic head (power) to the water 
system.  They generally represent booster stations, transmission pump stations and well 
stations.  A number of pump systems have been incorporated into the model to represent 
the booster and transmission pump systems at Clinton Avenue, Bald Hill Road, Knotty 
Oak and Johnson Boulevard pump stations.  They are also representative of the well 
fields including Mishnock, East Greenwich and Spring Lake well stations.   
 
Each of the pumps has been represented in the model by a pump curve, which correlates 
head and flow for a particular pump at each facility.  These pump curves were obtained 
from KCWA records or in certain instances directly from the pump manufacturer.  A 
copy of these pump curves are provided in Appendix E – Booster Pump Station / Well 
Station Pump Curves.      
 
4.2 Simulations Overview 
 
Demands from the consumption data provided by the KCWA were sorted by street 
address for each of the Town and Cities.  Demands were correlated to a street in each 
Town or City and applied to the junction nodes in each of the respective demand 
allocation zones.  Large user demands for the large users are individually tracked and 
assigned to a specific location in the system. The junction node and pipeline database 
directories for the system serve as the basis of information for input to the model.  All 
information regarding pipelines (i.e. length, diameter, material, C-value, etc.), junction 
nodes (i.e. demand, elevation, etc.), pumps (i.e. pump curves, etc.), tanks (i.e. overflow 
elevations, level in tank, etc.), reservoirs (i.e. initial hydraulic grade line, etc.), and PRVs 
(i.e. hydraulic grade lines, etc.) can be found in Appendix A for the Average Day 
scenario.  Also included in Appendix A is a summary sheet of the Calculation Results for 
this particular scenario.   
 
When viewing the pipe and junction node result tables, the calculated values consist of 
each pipeline segment in the system along with a solved flow, head loss, and velocity.   
The results for each junction node in the system consist of the demand, elevation, solved 
pressure, pressure head, and hydraulic grade line.  It should be noted that a pipeline that 
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has a “minus” sign preceding the flow rate simply means that flow is occurring in the 
direction opposite to the direction in which the pipeline was originally entered in the 
database.  As demand situations change the direction of flow in pipelines may also 
change.  This is especially evident when pipelines supplying tanks are filling or draining 
or when conducting fire flow scenarios.          
 
Appendix B and C contain Calculation Results that summarize both the maximum day 
and peak hour scenarios.  The full output of the junction nodes and pipe segments for 
these scenarios were not included due to the volume of sheets (over 100 per scenario) but 
can readily be obtained from the model results files.  The critical information for these 
scenarios is however included which includes total system demand, tank fill and draw 
rates, reservoir supply rates, booster pumping rates and total dynamic head and PRV flow 
rates.      
 
It should be noted that all completed simulations were conducted with the West Street 
tank off line.  The Seven Mile Road tanks are normally “locked up” due to the hydraulic 
influence of the Clinton Avenue Pump Station.  These tanks tend to drain under peak 
demand conditions in the system. 
 
The Warwick Tanks are “floated” at the same elevation of the Providence Water gradient 
in the main 78 – inch supply aqueduct.  These tanks contain an aggregate storage capacity 
of 12 million gallons.        
 
4.3 Average Day Simulation    
 
A complete summary of this simulation is provided in Appendix A.   
 
Initial Modeling Conditions:  
The following is a summary of the initial model conditions (i.e. tank levels, pumps on / 
off, etc.) categorized by the various pressure gradients: 
 
Facility      Status 
 
Low Service (334’) Gradient 
- Setian Lane Tank      332 feet 
- Seven Mile Road Reservoirs     334 feet (locked up)  
- Frenchtown Road Tank    332 feet  
- Tiogue Avenue Tank      333 feet 
- Wakefield Street Tank    327 feet 
- West Street Tank      Out of Service - Offline  
- Mishnock Wells      Off – Inactive 
- East Greenwich Well     On – Active 
- Spring Lake (Coventry) Well   On – Active 
- Clinton Avenue Pump Station    On – Two Pumps Active  
- Bald Hill Road Pump Station    On – One Pump Active 
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Intermediate High (430’) Gradient 
- Read School House Road Tank    427 feet  
- Knotty Oak Pump Station    On – One Pump Active  
 
High Service (500’) Gradient 
- Technology Park Tank    497 feet  
- Carrs Pond Tank     487 feet 
- Johnson Boulevard Pump Station   On – One Pump Active 
 
Low Service Reduced (334’) Gradient 
- Centerville Road PRV Station   Active - Open 
- Division Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Middle Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Cowesett Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Love Lane PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Post Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
 
High Service (500’) Reduced Gradient 
- Mishnock Road PRV Station   Active – Open 
- Helen Ave. PRV Station     Active – Open  
 
Warwick Tanks (232’) Gradient 
- Warwick Tanks (12 MGD Storage)   Active - Open  
 
Hope Road (510’) Gradient     
- Hope Road Booster Pump Station   Active – Hydro pneumatic Tank  
 
Oaklawn (231’) Gradient 
- Wholesale Connection to Providence Water  Active - Open 
 
Results Summary:   
This scenario was premised on a total system demand of 7,244 gpm or 10.4 MGD, which 
is the total system demand.  The scenario indicates that the total volume of flow being 
stored in the tanks (aggregate volume going to storage tanks) is equal to 1,563 gpm or 
2.25 MGD.  Overall, the hydraulic gradients for the various pressure zones were 
calculated to be in the range in which these pressure zones are normally operated.   
 
Facility      Output Results Summary  
 
Low Service (334’) Gradient 
- Setian Lane Tank      Filling 407 gpm 
- Seven Mile Road Reservoirs     “Locked up”  
- Frenchtown Road Tank    Filling 147 gpm  
- Tiogue Avenue Tank      Draining 45 gpm 
- Wakefield Street Tank    Filling 218 gpm 
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- West Street Tank      Out of Service - offline  
- Mishnock Wells      Off – inactive 
- East Greenwich Well     1,130 gpm output 
- Spring Lake (Coventry) Well   294 gpm output 
- Clinton Avenue Pump Station    5,286 gpm output  
- Bald Hill Road Pump Station    2,020 gpm output 
 
Intermediate High (430’) Gradient 
- Read School House Road Tank    Filling 1,055 gpm  
- Knotty Oak Pump Station    1,331 gpm output  
 
High Service (500’) Gradient 
- Technology Park Tank    Draining 277 gpm  
- Carrs Pond Tank     Filling 205 gpm 
- Johnson Boulevard Pump Station   1,080 gpm output 
 
Low Service Reduced (334’) Gradient 
- Centerville Road PRV Station   Open 176 gpm 
- Division Road PRV Station    Open 327 gpm 
- Middle Road PRV Station    Open 275 gpm 
- Cowesett Road PRV Station    Open 199 gpm 
- Love Lane PRV Station    Open 324 gpm 
- Post Road PRV Station    Inactive - Closed  
 
High Service (500’) Reduced Gradient 
- Mishnock Road PRV Station   Open 272 gpm 
- Helen Ave. PRV Station     Open 45 gpm 
 
Warwick Tanks (232’) Gradient 
- Warwick Tanks (12 MGD Storage)   Draining 2,024 gpm (total)  
 
Hope Road (510’) Gradient     
- Hope Road Booster Pump Station   4.45 gpm output  
 
Oaklawn (231’) Gradient 
- Wholesale Connection to Providence Water  Open 246 gpm  
   
4.4 Maximum Day Simulation 
 
A complete summary of this simulation is provided in Appendix B.   
 
Initial Modeling Conditions:  
The following is a summary of the initial model conditions (i.e. tank levels, pumps on / 
off, etc.) categorized by the various pressure gradients: 
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Facility      Status 
 
Low Service (334’) Gradient 
- Setian Lane Tank      332 feet 
- Seven Mile Road Reservoirs     334 feet (locked up)  
- Frenchtown Road Tank    332 feet  
- Tiogue Avenue Tank      333 feet 
- Wakefield Street Tank    327 feet 
- West Street Tank      Out of Service - Offline  
- Mishnock Wells      Off – Inactive 
- East Greenwich Well     On – Active 
- Spring Lake (Coventry) Well   On – Active 
- Clinton Avenue Pump Station    On – Three Pumps Active  
- Bald Hill Road Pump Station    On – Three Pumps Active 
 
Intermediate High (430’) Gradient 
- Read School House Road Tank    427 feet  
- Knotty Oak Pump Station    On – One Pump Active  
 
High Service (500’) Gradient 
- Technology Park Tank    497 feet  
- Carrs Pond Tank     487 feet 
- Johnson Boulevard Pump Station   On – One Pump Active 
 
Low Service Reduced (334’) Gradient 
- Centerville Road PRV Station   Active - Open 
- Division Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Middle Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Cowesett Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Love Lane PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Post Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
 
High Service (500’) Reduced Gradient 
- Mishnock Road PRV Station   Active – Open 
- Helen Ave. PRV Station     Active – Open  
 
Warwick Tanks (232’) Gradient 
- Warwick Tanks (12 MGD Storage)   Active - Open  
 
Hope Road (510’) Gradient     
- Hope Road Booster Pump Station   Active – Hydro pneumatic Tank  
 
Oaklawn (231’) Gradient 
- Wholesale Connection to Providence Water  Active - Open 
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Results Summary:   
This scenario was premised on a total system demand of 13,543 gpm or 19.5 MGD, 
which is the system demand including unmetered water volume.  The scenario indicates 
that the total volume of flow being depleted from the tanks (aggregate volume draining 
out of storage tanks) is equal to 407 gpm or 0.59 MGD.  Overall, the hydraulic gradients 
for the various pressure zones were calculated to be in the range in which these pressure 
zones are normally operated.   
 
Facility      Output Results Summary  
 
Low Service (334’) Gradient 
- Setian Lane Tank      Filling 1,414 gpm 
- Seven Mile Road Reservoirs     “Locked up”  
- Frenchtown Road Tank    Draining 140 gpm  
- Tiogue Avenue Tank      Draining 758 gpm 
- Wakefield Street Tank    Draining 693 gpm 
- West Street Tank      Out of Service - offline  
- Mishnock Wells      Off – inactive 
- East Greenwich Well     1,144 gpm output 
- Spring Lake (Coventry) Well   298 gpm output 
- Clinton Avenue Pump Station    6,400 gpm output  
- Bald Hill Road Pump Station    5,037 gpm output 
 
Intermediate High (430’) Gradient 
- Read School House Road Tank    Filling 873 gpm  
- Knotty Oak Pump Station    1,433 gpm output  
 
High Service (500’) Gradient 
- Technology Park Tank    Draining 692 gpm  
- Carrs Pond Tank     Draining 395 gpm 
- Johnson Boulevard Pump Station   1,110 gpm output 
 
Low Service Reduced (334’) Gradient 
- Centerville Road PRV Station   Open 425 gpm 
- Division Road PRV Station    Open 483 gpm 
- Middle Road PRV Station    Open 367 gpm 
- Cowesett Road PRV Station    Open 530 gpm 
- Love Lane PRV Station    Open 275 gpm   
- Post Road PRV Station    Open 537 gpm  
 
High Service (500’) Reduced Gradient 
- Mishnock Road PRV Station   Open 293 gpm 
- Helen Ave. PRV Station     Open 343 gpm 
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Warwick Tanks (232’) Gradient 
- Warwick Tanks (12 MGD Storage)   Draining 5,043 gpm (total)  
 
Hope Road (510’) Gradient     
- Hope Road Booster Pump Station   9.04 gpm output  
 
Oaklawn (231’) Gradient 
- Wholesale Connection to Providence Water  Open 501 gpm  
                   
4.5 Peak Hour Simulation 
 
A complete summary of this simulation is provided in Appendix B.   
 
Initial Modeling Conditions:  
The following is a summary of the initial model conditions (i.e. tank levels, pumps on / 
off, etc.) categorized by the various pressure gradients: 
 
Facility      Status 
 
Low Service (334’) Gradient 
- Setian Lane Tank      332 feet 
- Seven Mile Road Reservoirs     334 feet (locked up)  
- Frenchtown Road Tank    332 feet  
- Tiogue Avenue Tank      333 feet 
- Wakefield Street Tank    327 feet 
- West Street Tank      Out of Service - Offline  
- Mishnock Wells      Off – Inactive 
- East Greenwich Well     On – Active 
- Spring Lake (Coventry) Well   On – Active 
- Clinton Avenue Pump Station    On – Three Pumps Active  
- Bald Hill Road Pump Station    On – Three Pumps Active 
 
Intermediate High (430’) Gradient 
- Read School House Road Tank    427 feet  
- Knotty Oak Pump Station    On – One Pump Active  
 
High Service (500’) Gradient 
- Technology Park Tank    497 feet  
- Carrs Pond Tank     487 feet 
- Johnson Boulevard Pump Station   On – One Pump Active 
 
Low Service Reduced (334’) Gradient 
- Centerville Road PRV Station   Active - Open 
- Division Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Middle Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Cowesett Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
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- Love Lane PRV Station    Active - Open 
- Post Road PRV Station    Active - Open 
 
High Service (500’) Reduced Gradient 
- Mishnock Road PRV Station   Active – Open 
- Helen Ave. PRV Station     Active – Open  
 
Warwick Tanks (232’) Gradient 
- Warwick Tanks (12 MGD Storage)   Active - Open  
 
Hope Road (510’) Gradient     
- Hope Road Booster Pump Station   Active – Hydro pneumatic Tank  
 
Oaklawn (231’) Gradient 
- Wholesale Connection to Providence Water  Active - Open 
 
Results Summary:   
This scenario was premised on a total system demand of 15,315 gpm or 22.1 MGD, 
which is the system demand including unmetered water volume.  The scenario indicates 
that the total volume of flow being depleted from the tanks (aggregate volume draining 
out of storage tanks) is equal to 1,894 gpm or 2.7 MGD.  Overall, the hydraulic gradients 
for the various pressure zones were calculated to be in the range in which these pressure 
zones are normally operated.   
 
Facility      Output Results Summary  
 
Low Service (334’) Gradient 
- Setian Lane Tank      Filling 1,200 gpm 
- Seven Mile Road Reservoirs     “Locked up”  
- Frenchtown Road Tank    Draining 568 gpm  
- Tiogue Avenue Tank      Draining 1,030 gpm 
- Wakefield Street Tank    Draining 950 gpm 
- West Street Tank      Out of Service - offline  
- Mishnock Wells      Off – inactive 
- East Greenwich Well     1,150 gpm output 
- Spring Lake (Coventry) Well   302 gpm output 
- Clinton Avenue Pump Station    6,525 gpm output  
- Bald Hill Road Pump Station    5,095 gpm output 
 
Intermediate High (430’) Gradient 
- Read School House Road Tank    Filling 804 gpm  
- Knotty Oak Pump Station    1,444 gpm output  
 
High Service (500’) Gradient 
- Technology Park Tank    Draining 819 gpm  
- Carrs Pond Tank     Draining 567 gpm 
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- Johnson Boulevard Pump Station   1,106 gpm output 
 
 
Low Service Reduced (334’) Gradient 
- Centerville Road PRV Station   Open 429 gpm 
- Division Road PRV Station    Open 582 gpm 
- Middle Road PRV Station    Open 447 gpm 
- Cowesett Road PRV Station    Open 515 gpm 
- Love Lane PRV Station    Open 433 gpm   
- Post Road PRV Station    Open 615 gpm  
 
High Service (500’) Reduced Gradient 
- Mishnock Road PRV Station   Open 340 gpm 
- Helen Ave. PRV Station     Open 400 gpm 
 
Warwick Tanks (232’) Gradient 
- Warwick Tanks (12 MGD Storage)   Draining 5,104 gpm (total)  
 
Hope Road (510’) Gradient     
- Hope Road Booster Pump Station   10.31 gpm output  
 
Oaklawn (231’) Gradient 
- Wholesale Connection to Providence Water  Open 571 gpm  
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5.0 Model Calibration 
 
5.1 General  
 
As stated previously, every effort was made to mathematically reproduce the KCWA’s 
water supply and distribution system in such a manner as to realistically simulate existing 
physical operation of the water system under various flow and operating conditions.  The 
completed hydraulic model as described herein accurately represents the physical system 
infrastructure of the water system facilities in order to perform simulations to realistically 
simulate the existing operation practices of the KCWA water supply and distribution 
system.  To accomplish this task, all readily available system operation data was 
reviewed (i.e. flow records, consumption data, drawings and cut sheets of infrastructure, 
mapping, etc.) and applied to each scenario in the model in order to represent actual 
system operating conditions.  This was supplemented by information obtained from 
operations personnel.  The data provided by the KCWA was applied to an average day, 
maximum day and peak hour scenario in the model.   
 
Calibration is achieved by comparing results of various scenarios in the model with the 
performance of the physical system.  Actual recorded system conditions (i.e. flow 
records, tank charts, pressure readings, etc.) are compared to calculated values in the 
model during a time when the system is most closely experiencing a particular demand 
scenario.  The model is considered “calibrated” when it is concluded that the actual 
physical conditions as evidenced through historic and current records are within an 
acceptable tolerance to the model output results.  According to the American Water 
Works Association (AWWA) Distribution Network Analysis for Water Utilities, a model 
is acceptably calibrated if “… it predicts performance within 5 to 10 percent of observed 
performance”.  For purposes of completing and calibrating the model for the KCWA 
system, it is expected that the completed model is able to predict observed performance 
in the system to 5 percent or better thus achieving a relative accuracy of upwards of 95 
percent.      
  
An inherent problem in calibrating a hydraulic computer model is the vast number of 
system infrastructure changes that occur routinely through ongoing capital and 
infrastructure improvement projects.  For example, when reviewing historic data with 
which to compare computed results, it is critical to consider that various improvements 
are likely to have occurred since the recording of the data.  This may impact the results in 
that the improvements are likely to have been included in the model yet the historical 
data was collected when these improvements were not in place.  Most critical are pipeline 
improvement projects involving large water transmission mains.  Such improvements can 
dramatically alter the flow patterns throughout the water system.  Nevertheless an attempt 
was made to correlate historic data with actual model results in order to achieve a relative 
accuracy of the model that is consistent with standard hydraulic modeling practices.   
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For purposes of calibration, it is ideal to collect operational data during the periods at 
which the maximum day and peak hour demands occur.  The system experiences the 
greatest head losses at times when these maximum demand conditions occur and are most 
measurable by the model.  The model calculates head losses at specific demand 
conditions therefore, field measurements of operational conditions will be more accurate 
due to the fact that there is more head loss during periods at which the flows are highest.  
To establish data in the base scenario of the model, it is best to collect physical data when 
demands are low to ensure that interference with system operations is minimized.   
 
As part of the model verification and calibration process, C&E was provided with field 
test results from a series of hydrant tests conducted by KCWA personnel from 2000 and 
2001 in East Greenwich, West Greenwich and Coventry.  This data was correlated by 
street location and was completed on various fire hydrants throughout the system.  As a 
means to compare model results and to obtain a level of verification, a comparison was 
made to the recorded static pressure obtained from the field test results and that predicted 
by the model under an average day simulation.  It should be noted that historical records 
were available as to the tank level, pumps operating, etc. at the time of the tests, however 
it is considered impractical to attempt to correlate the actual flow test data to predicted 
model results.  This is due to the fact that since the tests were completed (two years 
previous) substantial infrastructure improvements were conducted which were included 
in the model thus making calibration with the use of these actual flow tests impossible.      
 
The following table illustrates a comparison of a random selection of twenty two (22) 
historical hydrant flow test data compared to predicted model results for an Average Day 
simulation.  The nearest junction node to the test hydrant was utilized for purposes of 
comparison.  In general, the percentage of accuracy was in the range of 93 to near 100 
percent with an average relative accuracy of 96.1 percent.     
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STREET CITY/TOWN STATIC 
PRESSURE* 

(PSI) 

CALCULATED 
MODEL 

PRESSURE 
(PSI) 

JUNCTION 
NODE** 

% 
ACCURACY 

Brayton St. EG 68 65.71 J-4468 96.6 
Brisas Cir. EG 94 88.38 J-4422 94.0 

  94 87.95 J-4424 93.6 
  94 91.41 J-4425 97.2 

Chief Botelho 
Ct. 

EG 75 71.87 J-4133 95.8 

  75 71.44 J-4132 95.3 
Arrowhead Tr. EG 134 127.59 J-4047 95.2 

  134 128.01 J-4566 95.5 
Boxwood Dr. EG 73 70.69 J-4239 96.8 

  73 68.53 J-4240 93.9 
Bailey Dr. WG 72 74.76 J-3008 96.2 

  72 74.76 J-3009 96.2 
Lake 

Dr./Cambio 
Ct. 

WG 44 43.18 J-3023 98.1 

Lake Dr./Pine 
Tree Ln. 

WG 68 70.44 J-3025 96.4 

Mohawk Tr. WG 62 65.24 J-3014 94.8 
Old Hickory 

Rd. 
WG 61 58.32 J-3019 95.6 

Mishnock 
Rd./Ragnell 

Rd. 

WG 71 74.33 J-3030 95.3 

Chandler 
Dr./Daniel Dr. 

COV 62 60.22 J-7159 97.1 

Diane Dr. COV  67 69.50 J-7165 96.3 
Gail Ct. COV 82 81.65 J-7201 99.6 

  82 85.17 J-7200 96.1 
Lloyd 

Dr./Alvero Rd. 
COV 76 77.04 J-7193 98.6 

 
         Average  96.1 
 
 
**  The location of the hydrant was correlated to the nearest junction node in the model. 
*  Hydrant flow tests were conducted by KCWA from October 2000 to June 2001. 
 
Further verification as to the relative accuracy of the model was achieved through a 
review of the historical pump flow and head and tank chart data supplied by KCWA.  
The comparison of the computer outputs from the major pumping stations such as 
Clinton Avenue have been found to be near accurate to historic data when comparing 
station output and total system head with various combinations of pumps running.  This 
is further affirmed through additional comparison of results to other booster pump 
stations and tank charts for rates of tanks filling and draining.       
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